Friends:

Thank you for supporting the 2009 Public Interest Law Auction. This event is managed entirely by students, overseen by the Feinstein Institute for Legal Service, and sponsored by the Law School’s Association for Public Interest Law (APIL) and the Student Bar Association.

Auction proceeds support law students engaging in important, volunteer legal internships serving the disenfranchised, underrepresented populations across Rhode Island and Southeastern Massachusetts. With the 27 Summer Public Interest Stipends funded by the Auction last year, law students were able to:

- work on discrimination cases for the Rhode Island Commission on Human Rights.
- study environmental legislation in Rhode Island.
- represent less fortunate Rhode Islanders in criminal and family law cases.

As you think about what Auction items will get your bid, and how high you are willing to go, please be as generous as possible. With your attendance, purchase of raffle tickets and enthusiastic bidding, we’re able to support life-changing legal work, and you might end up winning something great. Additionally, for the first time ever, our Auction includes work from more than fifty local artists and artisans, with half of the selling price of each piece going back to the artist who created it. In this way your high bid supports the public interest work at the School of Law as well as your local arts community.

Thank you again for your support.

Best Wishes and Good Luck,
The 2009 Public Interest Auction Committee
5:30pm - 10:30pm
Silent Auction 1......................... 6pm - 8pm
Live Auction............................8pm - 9pm
Silent Auction 2......................... 9pm - 10pm

PLEASE REGISTER AT THE WELCOME TABLES WHEN YOU ARRIVE. IF YOU BID ON ITEMS DURING THE NIGHT PLEASE BE AWARE OF WHAT TIME THE DIFFERENT AUCTIONS CLOSE AND REMEMBER TO CASH OUT UPSTAIRS AND GET YOUR WINNING ITEM BEFORE YOU LEAVE

CASH-OUT IS UPSTAIRS ON THE SECOND FLOOR. THERE ARE STAIRWAYS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ROOM

RAFFLES

THERE ARE RAFFLES GOING ON THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT. VOLUNTEERS WILL BE CIRCULATING THROUGH THE CROWD SELLING BOTH KINDS OF TICKETS...

50/50 Raffle Tickets - $5
THE WINNER TAKES HALF OF THE AMOUNT OF TICKET SALES. THE MORE TICKETS YOU BUY, THE MORE EACH TICKET MIGHT BE WORTH.

All Night Raffle Tickets - $1
DRAWINGS TO BE HELD THROUGHOUT AUCTION NIGHT. WIN ALL SORTS OF COOL STUFF INCLUDING GIFT CERTIFICATES TO GREAT RESTAURANTS AND RETAILERS AROUND RHODE ISLAND

7. Goldstein, Cocktails, and Cool
1950’s style cocktail party for four students hosted by Professor Goldstein and his lovely wife, Amy Pickworth at the Goldstein Pad. Think little black dress. Think vintage cocktail shakers. Think starburst clocks. Think hot Ritz cracker hors d’oeuvres. Think pigs in a blanket. Think three martinis and someone else is driving you home. Cab fare up to $50 included. Courtesy of Professor Goldstein.
STARTING BID: $100

8. Dinner And A Slam with Dean Zlotnick
Dinner with Dean Zlotnick in Providence followed by a poetry slam (that’s competitive poetry) at Providence’s only alternative arts venue, AS220, for four students. Courtesy of Dean Zlotnick.
STARTING BID: $175

9. Sox vs. Rays
Four tickets to Tampa Bay Rays at Boston Red Sox on May 8, 2009, Section BL38, Row 31, Seats 11-14. Courtesy of Thomas G. Shaffer, Director of Admissions.
STARTING BID: $60

10. Dinner With Professor Shelburne
Four students will join Professor Shelburne for a dinner at the Abbey Grille. Courtesy of Professor Shelburne.
STARTING BID: $80

11. An Evening On Federal Hill with Professor Santoro
Dinner for six with Professor Santoro on Federal Hill at a restaurant of your choice. Courtesy of Professor Santoro.
STARTING BID: $400

MUSIC PROVIDED BY:

rich kuhn trio
www.myspace.com/richkuhn
THE LIVE AUCTION BEGINS AT 8:00 PM

1. Dean Michael Boylen - Lunch and Art in Boston
Lunch with Dean Boylen at the Barking Crab on Boston’s waterfront (or similar restaurant of your choice) followed by a visit to the Institute of Contemporary Art and its Shepard Fairey exhibit, for up to five students. Fairey is the street artist best known for his red and blue portrait of Obama that became synonymous with the campaign train last fall. He is always controversial and was arrested earlier this month at the opening of this exhibit. Currently, he is wrapped up in an intellectual property dispute with the AP for using their photo to create his Obama portrait. Courtesy of Dean Boylen.
STARTING BID: $125

2. The Future Pirates, Novelists And Revolutionaries Cocktail Hour
Cocktails for four with Professors Cahill and Gutoff at La Laiterie in Providence. Courtesy of Professors Cahill and Gutoff.
STARTING BID: $200

3. Dinner, Cards and Smokes with Professor Elorza
Dinner for four with Professor Elorza at Mexican Restaurant in Providence. Followed by Texas Hold' em No Limit poker (cigars optional). Courtesy of Professor Elorza.
STARTING BID: $150

4. Location, Location, Location
Exclusive use of Dean Logan’s parking space for the month of March 2009. Courtesy of Dean Logan.
STARTING BID: $100

5. Newport Overnight Getaway
Get away this spring to Bannister’s Wharf on Newport Harbor: Dinner on the Wharf at the Clark Cooke House’s Bistro Restaurant ($150 gift certificate); Overnight Accommodations for two overlooking the Harbor at One Bannister’s Wharf; Continental Breakfast on the Wharf with Newport’s best at “The Coffee Grinder” ($35 gift certificate). The hotel must be used between March 1 and May 21, 2009. Includes Gift Certificate - $25 to Bermuda Bay Clothing. Contact Professor Coffey before making reservation at beaufort58@aol.com. Courtesy of Professor Coffey and Susan Faraday.
STARTING BID: $150

6. Dinner on Federal Hill with Professor Kogan
Dinner for four with Professor Bruce Kogan and his wife, Jaime, at Mediterraneo Restaurant on Federal Hill in Providence. Courtesy of Professor Kogan.
STARTING BID: $175
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LIVE AUCTION ITEMS

SILENT AUCTION 1 BEGINS AT 5:30 PM AND CLOSES AT 8:00PM SHARP.

TRAVEL

1. ARUBA
Amsterdam Manor Beach Resort Certificate (5 Nights/ 6 Days One Bedroom Suite with daily breakfast buffet, sunset cruise)
STARTING BID: $1,300

2. JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING
Bentwood Inn Certificate, Jackson Hole Wyoming (5 nights lodging for two, 2 three day Adult Ski Passes to Jackson Hole Mountain Resort)
STARTING BID: $1,400

3. BELIZE
Turtle Inn, Belize Certificate (6 Days/5 Nights in Delightful Cottage)
STARTING BID: $1,300

4. MAZATLAN, MEXICO
Five Days & Four Nights Accommodations in Mazatlan, Mexico
This item includes the accommodations only and requires the buyer to book air travel with the accommodations provider.
STARTING BID: $100

5. JAMAICA
Four Days & Three Nights Accommodations in Jamaica
This item includes the accommodations only and requires the buyer to book air travel with the accommodations provider.
STARTING BID: $100

6. ATHENS, GREECE
Six Days & Five Nights Accommodations in Athens, Greece
This item includes the accommodations only and requires the buyer to book air travel with the accommodations provider.
STARTING BID: $100
AUCTION 1 CONTINUED

JEWELRY

7. Handmade Enamel Necklace
   STARTING BID: $20

8. Bracelet
   Silver & Brass bracelet w/ gold filled beads
   Artist: Mary Anne Sherman
   Opening Bid: $30

9. Necklace and Earrings
   Silver and Paiva Shell necklace and earings Ying Yang
   Artist: Mary Anne Sherman
   Opening Bid: $40

10. Pin / Pendant
    Silver and Beach Stone Pin/Pendant
    Artist: Mary Anne Sherman
    Opening Bid: $40

11. Druzy Quartz Necklace - Sterling Silver, druzy quartz, black onyx
    Artist: Radiant Jasmin
    Opening Bid: $500

SPORTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

12. Dinner and a Show #1
    Two tickets for A Chorus Line at Providence Performing Arts Center, $100 for dinner at Café Nuovo, as well as a $30 gift card at Pastiche Fine Desserts for after the show. Enjoy the show!
    STARTING BID: $90

13. Dinner and a Show #2
    Two tickets to a production at Trinity Rep, $50 to Blake's Downtown; and $50 Gift Certificate to Pot au Feu Restaurant.
    STARTING BID: $50

AUCTION 2 CONTINUED

147. Brown vs. Dartmouth Basketball
    Four tickets to Brown vs. Dartmouth basketball on Saturday, March 7, at 7 p.m., includes “as much junk food and drink as you can swallow” on Dean Logan. Section K, Box 8, Seats 4-7 Courtesy of Robert Humm, Esq.,’08.
    STARTING BID: $35

148. No Evidence of Meat with Professor Bogus
    Dinner for three with Professor Bogus at the Garden Grill, Providence’s best vegetarian restaurant. Courtesy of Professor Bogus.
    STARTING BID: $90

149. Newport Storm At The Source With Professor Shelburne
    Up to fifteen people will accompany Professor Shelburne on a Newport Storm Brewery tour. Afterward adjourn to the Valley Inn for heavy appetizers. Courtesy of Professor Shelburne.
    STARTING BID: $200

150. Rock Out with Ruskell
    You and a friend can experience the mind-ripping rockingness of attending the concert of your choice with Professor Alex Ruskell, sometime rock critic; crowd surfer; mosh pit good Samaritan; and interviewer of Craig Finn from the Hold Steady, Flea from the Red Hot Chili Peppers, and other musical luminaries. You pick the band, I’ll get the tickets. Courtesy of Alex Ruskell.
    STARTING BID: $40

151. Cocktails with the Mayor
    Six Students will join Mayor Cicilline at his beautiful Providence home for an elegant cocktail party.
    STARTING BID: $100

152. Lunch with the Attorney General
    Five Students will join Rhode Island Attorney General Patrick Lynch for lunch followed by a tour of the offices of the Attorney General.
    STARTING BID: $50

153. Career Perspective Dinner
    Dinner for four students with Attorney Rui Alves at Providence’s finest Portuguese restaurant.
    STARTING BID: $40
AUCTION 2 CONTINUED

141. Lunch with Mark Mandell, Esq
Join adjunct professor Mark Mandell for lunch in Providence followed by a tour of his law firm, Mandell, Schwartz & Boisclair, for up to five students. Courtesy of Professor Mark Mandell, Esq.
STARTING BID: $50

142. 24 Hour Romantic Bristol Getaway
Spend a night at the law school apartment on the water at the Bristol Harbor Inn; enjoy dinner for two at DeWolf’s Tavern. A bottle of champagne and two glasses await you in the room. Courtesy of Dean Logan.
STARTING BID: $120

143. Lawyer of the Year Lunch
Up to three guests for lunch at the Union Oyster House or Kinsale Irish Pub, along with an observation of Immigration Court in Boston with our very own Lawyer of the year Alumni Alison Foley,’06.
STARTING BID: $60

144. A NEW YOU BASKET
One year membership to the Yoga Loft; a $25 Gift Certificate to i-Boutique; a 45-minute facial & 45-minute massage from Time to Unwind, and a $25 Gift Certificate Hair Experts.
STARTING BID: $65

145. RELAX BASKET
A complete knitting kit which includes a book, yarn, and needles for three projects from Bella Yarns; lavender bath item basket with sea shells; journal with pen; a gift certificate for $25 to Beach House Newport; and a Tea Maker, Loose Leaf Tea & $25 Gift Card from Empire Tea and Coffee.
STARTING BID: $50

146. Lunch with Professor Migliori and Attorney Mark Gemma Lunch for four with Professor Don Migliori and Attorney Mark Gemma ‘97 (past president of RI AAJ and RWU Law alum) at winning bidder’s choice of The Aurora Club (private Italian dining on Federal Hill) or The Capital Grille (in Providence). Courtesy of Professor Don Migliori.
STARTING BID: $30

AUCTION 1 CONTINUED

14. A Wednesday in May at Fenway
STARTING BID: $60

15. Blueman Group
Two premium-view seats to see the Blueman Group performance at the Charles Playhouse Theater, in Boston’s theater district. Courtesy of Professor Nnona.
STARTING BID: $70

16. WINE, WINE, WINE
Private Winery Tour and Wine Tasting for ten people at Sakonnet Vineyards.
STARTING BID: $50

17. Your Kids and Mine:
Join Dean Lalli and her family (her 5 and 6 year olds) for an afternoon at Roger Williams Park Zoo. Bring along the entire family! Includes lunch at the Hungry Bear café as well as ice cream for all.
STARTING BID: $30

PERSONAL & PROFESSIONAL

18. THE NEWBORN BASKET
A hand woven, all natural baby blanket from Bristol Looms; one year membership to BJ’s Wholesale Club; a $20 gift certificate to Caserta Pizzeria; and a $80 Gift Certificate for Facial at Skin Care by Yadira.
STARTING BID: $65

19. SMOKE
Bundle of Twenty five Perdomo Cabinet Series La Tradicional Cigars.
STARTING BID: $60

20. Antique Chinese Shard Box
STARTING BID: $40
21. Safe And Secure
A Hard Wired Burglar Alarm System including installation, from Clark’s Security Inc. in Fall River.
STARTING BID: $500

22. Faculty Basket
One year faculty membership to Roger Williams Athletic Center; an Embroidered Newport Pillow from the Linen Shop; a $50 Gift Certificate to Christopher’s in Tiverton; a $30 gift card to Portabella; a $40 Quito’s Gift Certificate; and $50 to Barrington Books.
STARTING BID: $55

23. United States Flag
This U.S. Flag flew over the Capitol Building and comes to you courtesy of the Office of Congressman Jim Langevin.
STARTING BID: $30

24. Shaking The Family Tree
Family history research (1800-1930; USA) – Got a family history mystery to explore? Love a good challenge? You provide what you know about your ancestry, and Debi Curry provides approximately ten to twelve hours of research time to fill in more of your family tree. Research will focus on your specific goals or interests as applicable. Results will be presented in a formal report with relevant documentation from U.S. Federal census, WWI and WWII draft registrations, vital records, and more. Courtesy of Debi Curry, Assistant Director of Admissions.
STARTING BID: $40

25. Ghost Hunting
A week long rental of a High Resolution Infrared Camera, including shipping from American infrared.
STARTING BID: 100

136. TREAT YOURSELF, TREAT SOMEONE ELSE
A free cut at A New Look Salon, Spa Set - Body lotion, soaps, body butter, & magazines from Claire Murray in Providence, Flowers from Floral Symphony, and Dinner at DeWolf Tavern.
STARTING BID: $45

137. AN AFTERNOON OF WINE AND BEERS
Tour & wine tasting for four at Newport Vineyards & Winery, two $20 gift certificates to Coddington Brewing Co.
STARTING BID: $30

138. Lunch with Attorneys Leone and Barry
Attorneys Anthony Leone ’97 of Leone Law, LLC and Patrick Barry of Morowitz & Barry Ltd. (president elect of Rhode Island Association of Justice) are pleased to take two law students to lunch at the Parkside Restaurant in Providence.
STARTING BID: $35

139. The Tailored Interviewee #1
Receive a Jos. A. Bank signature sport coat, traveler dress shirt, and Jos. A. Bank silk tie of your choice. Personal fitting at Newport store (Long Wharf Mall). Courtesy of Jos A. Banks Clothiers and Dean Bastone.
STARTING BID: $150

140. The Tailored Interviewee #2
Receive a Jos. A. Bank signature suit of your choice. Personal fitting at Newport store (Long Wharf Mall). Courtesy of Jos A. Banks Clothiers and Dean Bastone.
STARTING BID: $175
133. **ADVENTURE BASKET**
A kayak or canoe trip for two from Canoe Passage Outfitters; two snowshoe rentals from Eastern Mountain Sports; Buy One Get one Free Coupon Helicopter Tour of Rhode Island; $40 gift certificate to Backroad Grille in Bristol.
**STARTING BID: $85**

134. **TAKE A CLASS, LEARN SOMETHING NEW**
Four gift certificates for 1/2 hour horseback riding lessons in Attleboro; Gift certificate for six dance classes or ten visits to Dance Party Party at Perishable Theatre; and one free belly dance or pilates class at The Dancing Spirit; One hour private golf lesson at Eastward Ho! Country Club.
**STARTING BID: $70**

135. **HAVE SOME TIME FOR YOURSELF**
$50 gift certificate to New Leaf Hair Studio; Facial at Alayne White Spa; three private pilates lessons at Ultimate Pilates Bristol; a free one-hour Reiki session with Reiki Master Arthur Plitt, a free bike or kayak rental from Northwind Sports; a Carolina Cupboard Goodie Basket; $10 in “Honey Money” from Beehive Café; and a $20 gift certificate to La Bella Boutique.
**STARTING BID: $70**
AUCTION 1 CONTINUED

35. “Nag’s Head Cove”  
Clay  
13 x 11  
Artist: Alison Newsome  
Opening Bid: $200

ART: PHOTOGRAPHS AND ART PRINTS

36. Days Cottages  
fine art giclee print  
24 x 15  
Artist: Mary Sheehan Winn  
Opening Bid: $95

37. Endless Fun  
fine art giclee print  
24 x 30  
Artist: Hiroko Shikashio  
Opening Bid: $230

38. Pattern in Red  
fine art giclee print  
18 x 24  
Artist: Hiroko Shikashio  
Opening Bid: $130

39. Friends  
Framed Photograph  
14x11  
Artist: Marie Peters  
Opening Bid: $50

40. Summer Quiet  
framed Monotype  
24x25  
Artist: Richard Harrington  
Opening Bid: $200

41. Along the Kennebec  
Art Photograph  
13 1/2 x 20  
Artist: David Spencer  
Opening Bid: $225

42. Bamboo  
Framed Fine Art Photograph  
Opening Bid: $30

AUCTION 2 CONTINUED

126. Personal Fridge Space:  
Exclusive use of the fridge in suite 284, Dean of Students/Academic support, for one month. Also, a surprise treat will be waiting for you each week!  
STARTING BID: $15

127. GOLF  
Four passes on the Swansea Country Club championship golf course.  
STARTING BID: $30

128. EATING AND SHOPPING BRISTOL  
$40 gift certificate to Quito’s; $20 gift certificate to Le Central; $50 gift certificate to Redlefesen’s Rotisserie & Grill; $25 gift card to Bristolian Pizzeria; $25 Gift Card to Time & Thyme Again.  
STARTING BID: $55

129. BEADED NECKLACE #1  
STARTING BID: $20

130. BEADED NECKLACE #2  
STARTING BID: $20

131. WINE AND WHATEVER  
Basket of hand-selected wines and amazing snacks.  
STARTING BID: $45

132. Brown vs. Holy Cross Football With Dean Bastone  
Four tickets to Brown vs. Holy Cross football game with Dean Bastone on Saturday, October 10, 2009. Dean Bastone says he’ll buy the hot dogs! Courtesy of Robert Humm, Esq.,’08.  
STARTING BID: $40
AUCTION 1 CONTINUED

43. Red Leaf
Framed Fine Art Photograph
Opening Bid: $30
Birch
Framed Fine Art Photograph
Opening Bid: $30

ART: PAINTING

44. Smart Sheep
Acrylic Paint on Canvas
24 x 36
Artist: Lauren Demore
Opening Bid: $80

45. Two Blues
Oil Pastel on Board Framed
14 x 18
Artist: Patricia Isacc
Opening Bid: $250

46. Lone Sail
Oil on Linen
12 x 12
Artist: Josie Lawrence
Opening Bid: $200

47. Gurnet Path
Oil on Canvas
12 1/2 x 9 1/2
Artist: Patricia M. Gray
Opening Bid: $250

48. Cove on the River
Oil on Panel
16 x 21
Artist: Johanna W. McKenzie
Opening Bid: $800

49. Evening Marsh (Tiverton)
Oil on Panel
6 x 9
Artist: Johanna W. McKenzie
Opening Bid: $400

50. Winter Sunset (Pond Bridge, Tiverton)
Oil on Copper
8 x 12
Artist: Johanna W. McKenzie
Opening Bid: $450

AUCTION 2 CONTINUED

119. WINE AND A TOUR WITH GU-GO-YEL.
(THINK NI-RO-PE)
Private tour and wine tasting with Professor Gutoff, Professor Goldstein, and Professor Yelnosky at Westport Rivers Vineyards and Winery for seven students. Courtesy of Westport River Vineyards.
STARTING BID: $70

120. PARTNERS PERSPECTIVES LUNCH
Enjoy lunch and conversation with the two partners from Weil, Gotshal, and Manges LLP, David K. Duffell and Joseph A. Kuzneski. Hear about what they expect from a young associate and get invaluable insights about life in a corporate law firm. Facilitated by Germaine Gurr.
STARTING BID: $40

121. CAREER OPTION LUNCH
Three students join Professor Joe Whelan, hiring partner at Hinckley Allen & Snyder and employment law professor with Dean Bastone for lunch and a tour of Hinckley Allen.
STARTING BID: $40

122. Sweet Suite Bowling Package
The Dean of Students in Suite 284 challenges four students to a duckpin bowling throw down at Dudek bowling lanes in Warren. Includes bowling, fancy shoes, pizza and beer. No mercy! Courtesy of Dean Lalli, Lydia Hanhardt, Jenn Carvalho and Alex Ruskell, Suite 284/Dean of Students
STARTING BID: $40

123. AUGUST WILSON’S GEM OF THE OCEAN
STARTING BID: $40

124. Sea glass necklace
STARTING BID: $20

125. Sea glass necklace
STARTING BID: $20
AUCTION 1 CONTINUED

51. Untitled
Artist: Sam Duket
Opening Bid: $400

52. Before the Snow
Artist: Brad Fesmire
Opening Bid: $400

53. Bridge Over Water
Acrylic on canvas
36 x 48
Artist: Avery Boruch
Opening Bid: $200

54. Orange
Oil on Canvas Panel
5 x 7
Artist: Evelyn Thistle Rhodes
Opening Bid: $200

55. Sakonnet River, Approaching Evening
Oil on Canvas
5 x 7
Artist: Evelyn Thistle Rhodes
Opening Bid: $200

56. Windy Day at Sachuesett Point
Framed Oil on Linen
6 x 12
Artist: Evelyn Thistle Rhodes
Opening Bid: $200

57. Winter Trees 2008 - 1
Paper Lithograph with watercolor
5 x 8
Artist: Felicia Touhey
Opening Bid: $200

58. Winter Trees 2008 - 2
Paper Lithograph with watercolor
5 x 8
Artist: Felicia Touhey
$200

59. Cape Neddick Light, Maine
Oil on Canvas
20 x 24
Artist: Suzanne Lewis
Opening Bid: $200

AUCTION 2 CONTINUED

114. Go to The PawSox with Professor Horwitz
Tickets for four to attend a Pawtucket Red Sox Game
with Professor Horwitz and his family. Drinks and food
at the game included. Courtesy of Professor Horwitz.
STARTING BID: $50

115. A Summer of Evenings At The Newport Gulls
Two Season passes, two Camp Scholarships, Gulls
T-shirts, Hats, a 2007 and 2008 Poster and a 2008
Team baseball card set. Courtesy of Professor Shelburne.
STARTING BID: $100

116. Dinner with Professor Murphy
Dinner for four to six people at Professor Murphy’s home.
Courtesy of Professor Murphy.
STARTING BID: $80

117. Golf And Lunch With The Resmini Brothers
Round of golf (18 holes) for two people at Rhode Island
Country Club with two Roger Williams Law School
students, Adam (‘09) & Jason (‘09). Lunch is also
included!
STARTING BID: $50

118. BAR PREP PACKAGE
Two $250
certificates for
BARBRI bar
review to be used
off tuition—only
for states in the
Eastern Region
(CT, DC, ME, MD,
MA, NH, NJ, NY,
RI, VA, VT); one lb
bag of Starbucks
coffee and a
metal thermos;
one large cheese
pizza from Warren
House of Pizza;
one free wrap from
Papa Joe’s Wrap
Shack; one card for five free coffees from the law school
bistro; 1 free bistro meal card from the law school bistro
STARTING BID: $125
AUCTION 1 CONTINUED

60. Rose Island Light, Newport
18x24
Artist: Suzanne Lewis
Opening Bid: $200

61. Triptych #3
7 1/2 x 18
Artist: Scott Kaphan
Opening Bid: $50

62. Triptych #1
7 x 18
Scott Kaphan
Opening Bid: $50

63. Draft Fragment
Mixed Media, Collage on paper
5 x 8
Artist: Neal T. Walsh
Opening Bid: $95

64. Leaves
Oil on Canvas
30 x 30
Artist: Alison M. Plump
Opening Bid: $300

65. Walk By
Oil on Canvas
30 x 30
Artist: Alison M. Plump
Opening Bid: $300

66. Left Behind
Oil on Muslin
30 x 30
Artist: Alison M. Plump
Opening Bid: $300

67. Remains
Oil on Muslin
30 x 30
Artist: Alison M. Plump
Opening Bid: $300

AUCTION 2 CONTINUED

109. Lobsters with Professor Teitz
A home-cooked lobster dinner for four on her roof in Bristol with view of Mt. Hope Bay, with something chocolate for dessert of course! Courtesy of Professor Teitz.
STARTING BID: $60

110. The Study Break Basket
Take a break with Professor Law’s relaxation basket, including an afghan hand-crocheted in Montana sky blue yarn by Professor Law herself, a matching glass popcorn bowl with popcorn, lavender candles, $10 Blockbuster gift card, and Hershey’s hugs. Courtesy of Professor Law.
STARTING BID: $50

111. Two Wheeled Trek through The Trails Treats and Treasures of Tiverton (Four Corners)
Bike ride in Little Compton and Westport, MA with Laurie Barron and Michael Yelnosky. Choose from several beautiful lightly-traveled routes mapped out by Professor Yelnosky during his sabbatical. Stops can include breakfast at the famous “Commons Lunch” diner in Little Compton, the Little Compton thrift store, Evelyn’s Seafood, trespassing on some of RI’s finest private beaches, and ice cream at Gray’s in Tiverton Four Corners. The length of the ride and the number of the stops is up to you. Up to six people. Courtesy of Professor Michael Yelnosky and Laurie Barron.
STARTING BID: $100

112. Everybody Join Chung Tonight
Dinner for four upper level students (2L or 3L) at Chez Moi - Professor Chung’s home. The twist is that the winner cooks.
The bidding on this item is capped at $100. Four separate groups of four students may win this item - meaning 4 different dinners.
Courtesy of Professor Chung.

113. Island Getaway without Leaving Rhode Island
Margarita makings basket containing everything you need for a perfect margarita! Courtesy of Professor Kuckes. Also included: two Free Visits on Venetian Tans’ newest tanning bed; $40 gift certificate to Star Nails
STARTING BID: $60
68. Sakonnet Beach  
Oil on Canvas Panel  
12 x 16  
Artist: Erin Spencer  
Opening Bid: $50

69. Framed Print  
Opening Bid: $30

70. Framed Print  
Opening Bid: $30

71. Framed Print  
Opening Bid: $30

72. Miami Beach - The LifeGuard Station  
Acrylic on Canvas  
25 x 27 3/4  
Artist: Kathleen Dugan  
Opening Bid: $400

73. Streets of Bellagio  
Acrylic on Canvas  
24 x 20  
Artist: Kathleen Dugan  
Opening Bid: $200

74. Taking Flight  
watercolor on paper  
41 x 32  
Artist: J. Susan Cole Stone  
Opening Bid: $2,250

75. On the Morgan  
watercolor on paper  
16 x 20  
Artist: J. Susan Cole Stone  
Opening Bid: $200

76. Behind the Wall  
watercolor on paper  
16 x 20  
Artist: J. Susan Cole Stone  
Opening Bid: $125

---

104. Sail Away with Professors Banks and Kuckes  
Half-day sail for four people around Narragansett with Professors Banks and Kuckes aboard a 30-foot sailboat, skippered by around-the-world yacht captain, Jonathan Banks. Lunch and libations will be served on board at a picturesque anchorage. Choose a time to sail between June 15 and October 15. Courtesy of Professors Banks and Kuckes.  
STARTING BID: $50

105. A Basket of Fair Winds and Following Seas  
A sailor’s basket includes $100 gift certificate to Sail Newport toward a sailing lesson or a boat rental, a free membership to U.S. Sailing Association. Also included is sailing gear, a tote bag, four admission tickets to the 39th Annual Newport International Boat Show held in Newport the weekend of September 17-19, 2009, and a one-year subscription to “Cruising World” magazine. Courtesy of Professor Banks and SailAmerica Inc.  
STARTING BID: $100

106. Personal Chef, Wonderful Evening  
Let our head University chef cook for you and four guests! Robert E. Lavoie, Executive Chef of Bon Appetit Catering at Roger Williams University, will work with the bidder to cook for you a gourmet meal including wine up to $50. Courtesy of Dean Logan.  
STARTING BID: $80

107. A Basket of our Favorite Things by the Feinstein Collaborative  
STARTING BID: $30

108. Eliza, Jenn, Laurie, Liz & Suzy of the Feinstein Institute and Pro Bono Collaborative - The Fein Line  
“The Fein Line” of Jewelry 1 bracelet, 1 necklace, 2 pair of earrings and a mirror - All custom made by the Feinstein Office Courtesy of the Feinstein Institute for Legal Service and Pro Bono Collaborative.  
STARTING BID: $25
AUCTION 1 CONTINUED

77. The Green Doors (Newport)
watercolor on paper
16 x 20
Artist: J. Susan Cole Stone
Opening Bid: $125

78. Castle Hill Garden
watercolor on paper
14 x 12
Artist: J. Susan Cole Stone
Opening Bid: $100

79. When the Rain Stops
watercolor on paper
14 x 14
Artist: Eileen Kenny
Opening Bid: $50

80. After the Wine
watercolor on paper
18 x 18
Artist: Eileen Kenny
Opening Bid: $25

81. Swinging Amsterdam
Oil on Canvas
12 x 24
Artist: George Baptista
Opening Bid: $500

82. Fall Wheel Barrow
Acrylic on Canvas
24 x 36
Artist: Paul Crimi
Opening Bid: $7,000

83. Fairy Child with Lilacs
Acrylic on Board
9 x 12
Artist: Loretta Angelica
Opening Bid: $300

84. Rowboats at Rest
original etching hand painted w/ watercolor
13 x 17
Artist: Joan Boghossian
Opening Bid: $100

AUCTION 2 CONTINUED

97. Music and Lyrics by Saideman and Margulies
A music basket for all ages, from the connoisseurs:
includes an iTunes gift card, a gift certificate to In
Your Ear music store in Warren, and some of Professor
Margulies’s favorite CDs. Courtesy of Professors
Saideman and Margulies.
STARTING BID: $30

98. Drinks and Apps with Professors Colt and Sack
Cocktails and appetizers for four students at a
seaside Newport restaurant with Professors Colt
and Sack. Courtesy of Professors Colt and Sack.
STARTING BID: $75

99. The Ocean Grove Tennis Open
An afternoon of doubles tennis with Dean Bastone
and his wife, Jessie, on his clay courts. Modello
beer and Bastone’s famous salsa and guacamole to
follow in their backyard replete with bay views and
four Labrador retrievers. Courtesy of Dean Bastone.
STARTING BID: $40

100. The Reasonable Dinner Party
An evening of wine, hors d’oeuvres, and desserts with
Professor Rindsberg and the Reasonable Chef at their
reasonable abode, for up to six guests. Courtesy of
Professor Rindsberg.
STARTING BID: $100

101. Bangers and Mash with Professor Simpson
Dinner for four with Professor Simpson at Aidan’s in
Bristol. Courtesy of Professor Simpson.
STARTING BID: $60

102. Torturous Dinner, Sparkling Conversation
Join Professor Gray and her husband, Keith, for an
evening of torture, dinner for four at the Hagan-Gray/
Hagan household. Drinks, appetizers, and a main course
will be served. Light conversation optional. Courtesy of
Professor Hagan-Gray.
STARTING BID: $80

103. Professor Thompson’s Runners Basket
A basket for the avid runner! Includes a two-year
subscription to Runner’s World Magazine and a copy of
an excellent book on Nutrition for Endurance Athletes.
Courtesy of Professor Thompson.
STARTING BID: $30
SILENT AUCTION 2

SILENT AUCTION 2 BEGINS AT 9PM AND ENDS AT 10:30

92.  TIME FOR A STUDY BREAK!
Take a break from studying with a Roger Williams law school Throw, mug, and paper weight; one free pizza from West Main Pizza; one card for five free coffees from the law school bistro; one free law school bistro meal card; one free wrap from Papa Joe’s Wrap Shack; and a $20 Gift Certificate to Ricotti’s Sandwich Shop.
STARTING BID: $25

93.  96 SQUARE FEET OF PAVEMENT IN JUST THE RIGHT PLACE
Location, location, location! Win your own parking space for the semester - reserved just for you and less than a minute walk to the School of Law!
STARTING BID: $25

94.  A ROOM WITH NO VIEW
Have your own reserved library study room starting from the last week of classes through the end of exams. Also included: four $5 Gift Cards to the Commons at Roger Williams Undergrad. STARTING BID: $25

95.  FIGURE OUT THE CHEESE COURSE, FIGURE OUT YOUR FUTURE
Wining and Dining with the lovely ladies from Career Services. Dinner for the winner and a guest at “The Cheese Plate” in Warren with Erin Wright & Veronica Paricio. Courtesy of Erin Wright & Veronica Paricio. STARTING BID: $45

96.  The Lawyer’s Essential Bookshelf
Essential legal and reference books from your faculty: includes bookshelf (courtesy of Professor Banks) with book donations inscribed by Professor Virginia Law, Dean Gail Winson, Professor Diana Hassel, Professor Kathleen Miller, Professor Elizabeth Colt, Professor Ed Eberle, Professor Cecily Banks, Professor Tony Simpson, Professor Niki Kuckes, Professor Jon Shelburne, and Professor Kim Baker. STARTING BID: $150